OTC FROZEN DRINK MACHINE
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1. SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE DETAILED DIRECTIONS
2. STARTING MACHINE DO NOT plug machine in until you’ve filled hopper to desired amount. It’s
important you fill hopper with no more than 1½ gallons.
3. DO NOT ALLOW frozen product to go beyond Maximum Fill Line.
4. IMPORTANT INFO If you’re operating unit outside, KEEP IN SHADE! Back of machine must
have a minimum 4-inch air clearance. DO NOT adjust any machine settings! Plan on
Beverages NOT being ready for up to 2+ hours (longer if using alcohol). Indoors,

outdoors, sun, shade, temperature of product you start with, warmer or cooler weather
temperatures ALL affect how long it takes to freeze! (In extremely hot weather conditions: product
may not be able to freeze as fully as you’d like. In those cases, try wrapping hopper in towel.)

5. DO NOT USE EXTENSION CORD IF POSSIBLE Using wrong extension cord could cause mixing
delay. A thin (non-industrial type) cord could starve 120 volt compressor of needed electrical surge
for operation. If extension cord is necessary, use heavy duty 10 or 12 gauge only.
6. DO NOT ADD ICE TO MACHINE This unit freezes on its own
7. USE ONLY PRODUCT RECOMMENDED You must have proper sugar level in products used for
dispenser. Follow instructions on bottle. NEVER use only water!
FRUSHEEZ FROZEN DRINK MIX (1/2) of ½ gallon mix (or ¼ gallon) plus 1 gallon of water will
make 1½ gallons (192 oz) of servable drink in compartment to make 24 - 8 oz servings or 12 – 16 oz
(1) ½ Gallon Mix will fill this OTC Machine twice.
8. ADD COLD WATER FIRST then pour desired flavor mix in hopper. Follow mix instructions. Having
mix & water pre-chilled will speed up Ready-to-Serve time (Keep in mind: if the liquid going into machine
is chilled at 40 degrees it will take 1/2 the time to freeze than if it's at 60 degrees when starting.)

9. If USING ALCOHOL Pour only ½ the desired alcohol to start, taste test & continue to add more
mix, water, or alcohol until you reach desired taste. The more alcohol used, the longer it takes to freeze.
10. ADDING MORE PRODUCT When mixing blades become exposed add cold water & product to
hopper. It takes about 15 to 20 minutes before you can start serving again (the more product you add the
more time it takes to freeze. You can serve beverage before it’s done, but it will just be thinner). When adding product,
slide top of hopper backward six inches.
11. Return clean to avoid $20 cleaning charge! TO CLEAN: Turn off machine.
Empty hopper & drip tray. Add 1 gallon warm water to hopper & drain. Do this twice to rinse out
machine. Wipe down outside of machine with damp soft cloth NOTHING ABRASSIVE! Do not do
any other cleaning & DO NOT DISASSEMBLE MACHINE, & remember to return ALL parts!

“We Rent Celebrations!”
IF EQUIPMENT IS WORKING INCORRECTLY,
CONTACT BROADWAY PARTY & TENT RENTAL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Preparing the product
Dilute & mix CONCENTRATE with COLD WATER in a
suitable container, following manufacturer’s directions.
THE MIXTURE OBTAINED MUST HAVE A MINIMUM
SUGAR CONTENT OF 13% - A lower concentration
may damage augers &/or gear motors.
NEVER USE ONLY WATER!
Pour Product into bowl only when the machine is off &
unplugged. Pour product into the bowl, taking care not to overfill
beyond the max level indicated.
NEVER USE HOT LIQUIDS (with temperatures exceeding 75°F)

Auger – DO NOT PUT HAND IN WHILE MOTOR IS RUNNING
Starting up Frozen Drink Machine
The bowl of machine is operated by an on/off switch plus a refrigeration switch,
which must be positioned in position “I” for machine & mixer to power on.

Switch in position “I”: refrigeration system on.

To dispense COLD DRINKS:
Changeover switch: in position “II” refrigeration system
on (cooling mode) & use the tap lever.

Adjusting Consistency
The consistency may be adjusted (+/-)
by means of the screw shown (by
hand or with a screwdriver)

+ =thicker consistency
- = thinner consistency
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